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being dependent on their availability only. The heaps were evidently 
completed before the advent of the whites. 

A large part of this paper is given to an enumeration of the food- 
animals used by the inhabitants of these camp sites. The authors 

point out the interesting feature that all but one of the deer crania 

belonged to individuals which had recently shed their antlers: that is, 
they had been killed in the spring. With regard to the skeletal remains 
of the dog, we are told that, "the peculiar build and constant differences 
in size have led us to designate them as three breeds, which we believe 
date back a long period of time for their origin, and then from some of the 
wolves" (p. 25). 

More than half of the varieties of tools discovered were of bone: 

harpoon points, fish-hooks, awls, etc. The absence of the bone arrow- 

point is noted. The types of stone implements are few, arrow-heads, 
knives, celts, scrapers, pestles and hammer-stones, the shell heaps lacking 
many typical New England Algonkian forms. All of them contained 

potsherds: "the pots were of the tall round-bottomed type, character- 
istic of the New England Algonquins." While the type of pot shown 
in Fig. 11 is undeniably typically Algonkian, one couldhardly characterize 
it as being "round-bottomed." These were built up by superimposing 
tier on tier of clay, a peculiar method if actually so. They were orna- 
mented, in all cases, with stamped impressions. 

It would appear that the chief interest of the authors lay in the rela- 
tion of the aborigines to the food-animals: a relation which they have 

admirably determined. The fault in this paper, however, lies, not in the 
work accomplished, but in the presentation of results. Without doubt, 
the sweeping conclusions reached by the authors are due to a lack of 
proper correlation of these with other New England Algonkin data. 

LESLIE SPIER 

Notes on Chasta Costa Phonology and Morphology. By EDWARD SAPIR. (Uni- 
versity of Pennsylvania, The University Museum Anthropological Publica- 
tions, Vol. II, No. 2, pp. 265-340.) Philadelphia, I914. 
Dr E. Sapir achieved lately what the French could not help calling 

a veritable tour de force. Enlarging upon linguistic material incidentally 
derived from an Indian, mere bits of an aboriginal language which would 
not fill one common-sized page, he managed to write in explanation 
of the same no fewer than sixty-seven pages of first-class philological 
literature. His Notes on the Chasta Costa Phonology and Morphology, 
are perfectly illuminating, and betray not only a very keen ear but a 
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quite creditable analytic acumen. After thirty-two-years' study of the 
D6n6 group of languages, to which his "Chasta Costa" belongs, I am 

tempted to pronounce Dr Sapir's essay one of the most satisfactory 
monographs of its kind ever issued on any of the southern 

D.6n6 
languages. 

The work does not pretend to be more than mere notes, and so far 
as completeness is concerned it could not compare with more elaborate 

productions already published on the Hupa and Navajo dialects. 
Some might also object to the graphic signs the author has resorted to 
in transcribing his texts and disapprove of the strange appearance which 
sometimes results therefrom. His own language might furthermore 
have been simpler and less Hellenic or Latin in complexion. But I 
maintain that, with few unimportant exceptions, he has grasped and 

faithfully rendered not only the phonetics but the morphology of an 
idiom whose intricacies must be above the average, unless it be not D6n6. 

I note with special satisfaction in his paper those particular sounds, 
such as the aspirated t's and k's, as well as the lingual and glottal explo- 
sions, which I had always thought, and sometimes asserted, must exist 
in the southern D6n6 languages, in spite of the inability of former students 
to perceive them or of their carelessness in noting down their texts-a 

presumption for which I was even taken to task. 
These are as many essential points of the D6n6 phonetics, so very 

essential, indeed, that I felt they could not possibly be missing in any 
dialect claiming relationship to the 

D.n6 
languages of the North. In 

D6n6 the vowels are the flesh of the body: they vary according to the 
dialect in the same way as the flesh is different in quantity or texture 

according to the individuals. The consonants are the bones of its make- 

up, therefore much more important, homogeneous, and persistent, while 
the grammar may be compared to the arteries, without which blood, that 
is life, could not circulate therein. But the "clicks" which affect letters 
or groups of letters are the very nerves which alone enable the Den6 

body to stand. 
I have so often insisted on this point that this simple remark must 

suffice. I may nevertheless be pardoned for confessing a feeling of 
satisfaction at seeing my contention of former years borne out by the 
researches of the latest investigator in the southern field. 

Only a very few hiatuses seem to have escaped the notice of Dr Sapir, 
and I am all the more free to call his attention to this point, as throughout 
his paper he seems animated by that sense of diffidence which behooves 
a genuine scholar who enters a new field with the knowledge that he is 
more of a philologist than of a linguist. Moreover, a mere passing 
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acquaintance with a language cannot, of course, shield one against 
possible oversights. 

I shall therefore make bold to remark that in D6n6 the desinential 
radicals of the verbs of vision (-'i, -'in, -'en) are immediately preceded 
by a stop, or hiatus, which prevents them from being merged into the 
consonantal element of the pronoun. Thus I do not think I am mistaken 
when I observe that in ntliZ(1), "you are looking at him" (nil'en in 

Carrier), the desinence -i must be separated from the preceding I by a 
hiatus, which should be shown on paper as prominently as it is expressed 
by the native speaker. 

The same remark applies to ylin (Carrier y$'en), at, 'wife' (Carrier 
and Chilcotin 'at), as well as to the verb AlAZ, 'he sneezes,' which, barring 
the medial I and final z, is the exact equivalent of the Carrier el'wes 
(same signification). 

This hiatus plays a double r6le in the North. While at times it 

merely cuts asunder, as it were, articulations which would otherwise 
coalesce into one sound (nil'en, i. e., nil + en, not ni-len), or is prefixed 
to monosyllables often expressive of distance, remoteness, oi even repul- 
sion ('cn, Chasta Costa An); it also denotes the disappearance of a weak 
vowel through contact with a stronger one. Thus the indicative present 
of the verb "to work" is es*en in Carrier, and, normally, its pronominal 
element 

0es 
should be developed into wezwes in the negative. But the e 

of the negative particle le is stronger than the initial &c of wezces; hence the 

negative of cesten is merely le'zwesten, the hiatus (') standing here for the 
vanished cw. 

The same happens even when a stronger desinential vowel of a word 
comes in contact with a weaker initial vowel of another. Example: 
spa' hutqa huni, 'I am lucky indeed' (for spa wehutqa huni, literally, 
me-for it-has-happened it-is-so). 

The consonant q reminds me of Dr Sapir's dj. If my own letter 

represents the same sound which that gentleman has in mind when he 
uses his double consonant, I must be allowed to object to the latter as 
misleading. Pronounce it as you will, you are bound to have a double 
operation of the tongue and mouth when you utter the sound dja, the 
dental one being always distinct from that caused by the fricative j, 
whilst in pronouncing the sound I render by q but one operation is 
needed. 

Were one bent on ultra-criticism, he might remark that in Den6 
all such parts of the body as are naturally twofold are normally dual in 
meaning, the singular being formed by suffixing a syllable which is 
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generally synonymous of our word 'half' (i. e., half of two = one). 
According to this rule Dr Sapir's hwd must not mean foot, but feet, in 
the same way as his la should be translated hands, not hand. 

Dr Sapir's analysis of the short text which closes his essay is simply 
admirable, and betrays an insight into the morphology of his material 
which one is at a loss to know where, or how, it was acquired. Scarcely 
more than one criticism have I to offer on this part of his paper. The last 

syllable of the compound di-at-ti is not a "noun suffix," as he believes 

(30). It is a regular verb, or rather a verbal stem, since the pronominal 
element of the same has disappeared through the process of word forma- 
tion. Dj is the Carrier negation au, the Babine so', Chilcotin Ila, 
Sekanais usse, Nahanais ati2. These particles or words can, in the 

North, conveniently be omitted in many cases. They are the equivalents 
of the French ne . . pas. 'At, as we have seen, means "wife"; -ti is 
the root of the verb wti, "he has." 

This is about the sum total of the criticisms I have to make on that 
author's rendering and interpreting of the southern dialect he introduces 
to the philological world. 

ADRIAN G. MORICE 

ASIA 

Some Fundamental Ideas of Chinese Culture. By BERTHOLD LAUFER, PH.D., 
Associate Curator of Asiatic Ethnology, Field Museum, Chicago. (Re- 
printed from The Journal of Race Development, Vol. 5, No. 2, October, 1914, 
pp. 160-I74.) 

It is a matter of great regret that Dr Laufe.'s writings are so little 
known among Americanists and ethnologists generally. However 
specialized researches into the civilization of nations possessing a written 
literature may have become, there is surely no difference in principle 
between studying the culture of primitive and of civilized populations, 
and the ethnologist might reasonably expect valuable suggestions from 
the historian, the Egyptologist, the sinologue, et al. The sources of 
information of these scholars appear of higher authenticity than the 
oral traditions recorded in the course of ethnological field-work, and at 
all events promise a better chronological insight into the actual growth 
of cultures. Unfortunately we are often disappointed in these hopes 
through the fact that the student of higher cultures is not imbued with 
the anthropological point of view: too often he naively assumes "theories 
that are now gracing only the refuse heaps of the modern anthropologist's 
laboratory"; too often he remains ignorant of avenues of approach 
successfully trodden by modern ethnologists. As a striking illustration 
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